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EV World Insider Illustrated is published 

weekly by EV World.com, Inc. It is pro-

vided to premium subscribers as part of 

their annual $49.00 subscription fee.  

Its editorial mission is to provide a more 

comprehensive and visually exciting nar-

rative of the people, products and poli-

cies that are the core of a cleaner, safer, 

more sustainable world of mobility in the 

21st century.  

Share your impressions and comments 

with us at publisher@evworld.com.

About the Cover
Pedelec Adventure’s Ondra Vetrusky 

rides across the sweeping steppes of 

Mongolia on a Reise & Muller electric-as-

sist bicycle powered by a Bosch e-drive 

system, which proved trouble-free over 

the two week nomadic journey. Accom-

panied by Susanne Bruesch, the couple 

kept their batteries recharged using 

that Mongolians also use solar to power 

their Yurts.

Who Is John Galt?
 Would you believe that until now, I had no idea who 

John Galt is? We have a street here in Omaha named after 

him, one that winds through a local business park near 

where my wife works. Imagine my surprise when I learned 

page long monologue, he extols the virtues of egoistic 

emigre who took her view of life from Friedrich Nietzsche 

interference.” But he also observes, “that the set of solu

characters we create.”  For all her theorizing on the evils 

relying on the very government programs she and her 

acolytes now villify: Social Security and Medicare. 
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  Mongolia is a sparsely populated land 

with only one major city, the capital in Ulaan

steppes and mountains at a density rate of one 

lowest rates on the planet. But it was from here 

weeks this summer, starting at the geographic 

center of the country, near Ovorkhangai, and 

ancient capital of Karakorum, a distance, as 

in a country where few roads exist, the actual 

distance on the ground was much further, and 

ers and bike bags.

ended up, Bruesch explains in an interview with 

municated with the people they met along the 

and Bruesch are telling their story at some of 

in Friedrichshafen

66



north to the old capital and monastery city of Karakorum, Mongolia.
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Walled monastery complex in Karakoram, outside the city. 

Many of the dozens of monasteries inside the complex 
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spare batteries. BELOW. Buddhist monk tries out one of 
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nalist in Europe, the trip was entirely free of 

technical problems with the bikes. 

force they exert, such as hill climbing, the more 

display mounted on the handlebars allows the 

rider to set four power modes: eco, tour, sport, 

and speed. Electric assistance is limited to a top 

charge range depends on which level and mode 

roads, not the Steppes of Mongolia.
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